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however, nagisa suffers from a urinary tract infection during the second trimester, and she dies
shortly after giving birth to ushio in baby's rosary. tomoya is devastated, and attempts suicide by
overdosing on cigarettes. when he awakes, he learns that nagisa has died. he believes that she was
taken away from him to give him a better life, and blames himself for being unable to protect her.
tomoya struggles with guilt and loneliness, and he does not see ushio for several years. after
nagisa's death, tomoya is unable to cope, and he is hospitalized. he is visited by nagisa's father,
who tells him that he had always wanted to marry nagisa, and he proposes that he and tomoya
marry. tomoya leaves the hospital, and he and nagisa's father marry in the final promise . after
tomoya and nagisa are married, sanae is worried that he is too sad and that he is too weak to
continue raising ushio. she asks him to leave ushio with her and akio. however, in the final promise
tomoya is left by nagisa. as he is about to leave with sanae and ushio, he finds nagisa, who has
returned from the dead. nagisa tells him that she loves him and forgives him. tomoya runs off with
nagisa and ushio, and he is unable to return to sanae and akio. after the death of his mother,
tomoyas life has been in a downward spiral. nagisas declining health has been so fragile that shes
been forced to repeat a year of school. but when he agrees to help her restart the schools
disbanded drama club, they learn that sometimes, if you find the right people to help you, you can
get a second chance at happiness. join the ambitious tomoya, who dreams of becoming class
president; kotomi, a troubled genius with a secret past; and the mysterious fuko, whose connection
with the world has become so tenuous that shes literally fading from existence. discover the healing
power of kindred souls, and experience the complete classic story of life, love, and the power of the
human spirit in two extraordinary series: clannad and clannad after story.
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Clannad After Story English Dub

Clannad's music is arguably my favorite anime song (^.^) but this one here totally has a special
place in my heart. the musc, the emotions and the way it's presented really hits you through and
through. After really looking into it and hearing the lyrics, the song is pretty darn important in the
storyline too. Not the only important song in the show by far, but certainly one of them. This song
was awesome. I got goosebumps when I listened to the music and I've even started to imagine the
anime scenes associated with the music. Somehow, Clannad has created a song so emotional that

it just sends chills down my spine. My favorite anime. It may be childish to say this, but I've listened
to this song a lot of times. I can't stop singing or humming it. The soundtrack of Clannad has a lot of

fun episodes. You can't miss the ending of the first season. The opening song for Clannad. I have
gotten the theme from this song for hours, I have listened to it and I have dreamed about this song.
Now I have to wait for clannad after story... My hopes are high. I listened to Clannad's most famous

song many times. I thought I'd be a little surprised at the quality of the Japanese dubbing, but I
actually found it very excellent. Well the spoken parts at least. This was the first Clannad song I
ever heard. It has a great song and I love the "I want to become your friend so badly." part, but I
love the other parts too. This song stayed with me long after the show and I wanted to listen to it.

There's a good reason I listen to this song more than any other Clannad song. 5ec8ef588b
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